
 

Dear Members and Friends:

Happy New Year!
Thank you so much for being with us throughout 2019 - a year full of progress and gain!

The idea of creating CISIP as a professional and practical platform for the world’s science-
industry parks to share expertise and join efforts was put foward and received support from
many countries around the world.

As the first move, a preparatory mechanism was established by Great Wall Enterprise
Insittute of China, linking potential members and exploring fields of activities, working
towards the foundation of the organization.

Most importantly, in 2019 we successfully: (1) held the 6th International Workshop of
Science and Technology Parks in Beijing and Nanning; (2) released the "Belt and Road"
Science Park Development Report 2019".

These achievements have laid a solid foundation of CISIP's future work and development,
and encouraged us to make more efforts in the new year.

In 2020, CISIP will keep promoting exchanges and cooperation among our members and
beyond. In particular, we will seek to facilitate business-to-business collaboration to help
our members develop high-tech industries. Below are the major movements to be
expected:

 



1. LinkedIn Newsfeeds

CISIP will keep updating news on science parks,  innovation, high-tech industries, and
other perspectives related to international cooperation on our LinkedIn page. Please kindly
follow us via: https://www.linkedin.com/company/cisip/

2. CISIP Bimonthly Bulletin

We will release bimonthly bulletin through Email which informs of new progress of CISIP
and important news about our members. If you wish to broadcast your updates or news
through our bulletin, please feel free to contact us at any time.

3. B2B Collaboration Opportunity Notice

As CISIP extends its service to tech firms in science parks, notice on B2B collaboration
opportunities will be broadcasted through our communication channels to our members
and beyond. You are welcome to consult us if your tenant companies have such needs,
especially when they are seeking business partners in China.

4. "Belt and Road" Science & Technology Park International Workshop

This year, the 7th training workshop is to be held in Beijing and another city in China, in
late August. We will arrange participants to visit China's science parks and technology
enterprises. Like before, all costs within China will be covered by the host. The application
and enrollment will begin in March. Feel free to contact us for more information.

5. CISIP Annual Gathering

CISIP is expected to hold an annual gathering in a major Chinese city in May or June this
year. 10+ CISIP members will be invited to discuss the development of CISIP and to
extend cooperative relations. We will update the subsequent arrangement of the Annual
Gathering later on.

It will be our great honor to have your support as always in the year of 2020. We welcome
any comments, critics, advices that help us do better. Let's work together to make CISIP a
more usefull platform for science and technology parks!

Finally, may the joy of the New Year be with you throughout the year！

Yours,

CISIP Team
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About  

 

The Community of International Science-Indusry Parks is an initiative of China Great Wall Enterprise Institute to
create a professional and practical platform for the world’s science-industry parks (SIPs) to share expertise and
join efforts. As a non-governmental, non-profit organization, the CISIP follows the core values of professionality,
inclusiveness, and independence, indicating its openness to freewill and fee-free participation from around the
world with no more criteria to filter membership other than professionality.
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Community of International Science-Industry Parks
2nd Floor East Block, Beijing International Convention Center, No.8 Beichen East Rd, Chaoyang District, Beijing,
China, 100101
Phone: +86 10 82000975

You’re receiving this email because you signed up to receive our newsletter. 
Not interested anymore? Please reply to unsubscribe..

 


